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New titles for 1989/90 from Hans Zell Publishers

By Hans M. Zell

An information-packed desk-top compendium for the African studies scholar. Identifies a wide variety of sources of information on African studies - major directories and reference tools, journals, major Africana libraries, publishers with African studies lists, dealers and distributors, organizations, associations, foundations and donor agencies, and more.

176pp. 1989 £30.00/$47.50 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-80-9 (Hans Zell Resources Guides, 1)

Displaced Peoples and Refugee Studies: A Resource Guide
Compiled under the auspices of the Refugee Studies Programme, University of Oxford
Edited by Julian Davies

The first resource guide for the study of involuntary migration. Provides librarians with a convenient reference tool to tap resources, as well as serving as an essential desk-top compendium for agencies and for academics who seek to develop units or courses in the field.

ca.240pp. March 1990 ca. £35.00/$58.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-76-0 (Hans Zell Resource Guides, 2)

An Index to "Index on Censorship", no.1 (1972) to no.100 (1988)
Compiled by Judi Vernau

A comprehensive index to Index on Censorship, which has served as a monitor of political repression the world over since it was launched in 1972. This index provides access to a wealth of material - both literary and journalistic.

442pp. 1989 £48.00/$85.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-21-3

Guide to Archives and Manuscripts Relating to Kenya and East Africa in the United Kingdom
By Anne Thurston

This massive guide surveys official and non-official records in over 150 repositories throughout the United Kingdom, providing detailed descriptions of each collection.

ca.650pp. March 1990 ca. £85.00/$140.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-47-7

Southern Africa: Annual Review 1987/88
Volume 1: Country Reviews
Volume 2: Regional Reviews - Regional Integration, Confrontation and Negotiation
Edited by Christopher Pycroft & Barry Munslow

A major new annual series based on the Southern African Computerised Data/Text (SACDT) System developed by the Centre of African Studies at the University of Liverpool. Volume 1 provides extensive coverage of press reports on the region, and Volume 2 deals with the important regional issues of the 1987/88 period.

ca.550pp. each December 1989 ca.£65.00/$98.00 casebound
each vol. ca. £110.00/$180.00 set 2 vols.
ISBN v. 1 0-905450-03-5; v. 2 0-905450-04-3
set 2 v. 0-905450-02-7

Analysing Contemporary South Africa
Edited by Glenn Moss & Ingrid Obery

This is the fifth volume in a highly successful series started by Ravan Press as "South African Review", which analyses and chronicles current South African politics and contemporary events. This volume covers the period from mid-1987 to the end of 1988.

ca.650pp. February 1990 ca. £68.00/$110.00 casebound
(co-published with Ravan Press; continues "South African Review")
ISBN 0-905450-42-6

Ngugi wa Thiong'o: A Bibliography of Primary and Secondary Sources, 1957-1987
By Carol Sicherman

Long overdue, this comprehensive bibliography of one of the most important African writers traces Ngugi's work from juvenilia through his latest novel Intanji, and covers the burgeoning worldwide criticism of his writing. Includes almost 2000 (partly annotated) entries.

270pp. 1989 £37.50/$62.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-71-7 (Bibliographical Research in African Written Literatures, 1)

A Guide to African International Organizations
By Richard Fredland

This volume records and analyses the activities of almost 500 international organizations which have appeared on the African continent in this century.

ca.340pp. February 1990 ca. £35.00/$58.00 casebound
ISBN 0-905450-02-7
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